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Color and Mediums       

 

 

Science Topic 

Visual Artist 

(Painting and 

Drawing) 

Experience* tape off paper and paint over and remove 

tape after it’s dry 

Standard: Physical-Small Muscle: Coordinates use of 

hands/fingers/wrist to perform tasks requiring precise 

movement   

 

Developmental Domain: physical and aesthetic 

Experience* outside: lay on bridge on stomach and use 

ketchup containers to drop paint onto paper 

Standard: Science-Inquiry: Use simple tools to extend 

investigation  

Developmental Domain:  physical and aesthetic  

Experience* Make shapes on white paper with black 

paint and cookie cutters and color each section 

Standard: Approaches Towards Learning- expression 

of ideas and feelings through art: Expresses self, 

experiences, knowledge through the arts 

 

Developmental Domain:  aesthetic and physical 

Experience*Paper bag, fruit and container: 

discuss, placement with pictures, and draw 

Standard: Math-Geometry: Demonstrates 

understanding of relative position (ex.  

In/on/under, above/below, up/down…)   

 

Developmental Domain: aesthetic and 

physical 

Experience*Wooden blocks to arrange as a group and 

draw 

Standard: Social Studies-Government: Understands 

that all have rights responsibility in group   

 

Developmental Domain: cognitive and aesthetic 

Experience* paint an arrangement of flowers 

and a fruit arrangement 

Standard Physical-Small Muscle:   Coordinates 

use of hands/fingers/wrist to manipulate 

objects   

 

Developmental Domain: aesthetic and physical 

Experience*use addition problem cards as a 

formula for making lighter and darker shades 

Standard: Math- Number Relationships: Counts 

to solve simple addition problems   

 

Developmental Domain: Cognitive, aesthetic 

 Experience*mix primary colors to make 

secondary colors.  Use ice cube trays and eye 

droppers to mix colors 

Standard: Science-Inquiry:  Explores objects, 

materials & events   

Developmental Domain: cognitive, physical 

Experience* milk, paint, dish detergent experiment 

Standard: Science-Inquiry:  Makes careful observations   

 

Developmental Domain: cognitive, language 

Experience*use tissue paper and contact paper to create a 

landscape add a black shape 

Standard: Approaches toward Learning-Creativity:   Uses 

imagination and creativity in interactions with materials and 

objects 

 

Developmental Domain: aesthetic and physical 

Experience*small groups with clip boards to draw 

playground landscape 

Standard: Language and Literacy-Expressive:  Uses language 

to describe familiar people, places, and things  

 

Developmental Domain: aesthetic and physical 

 

Experience*draw a line for horizon and draw own 

landscape theme 

Standard: language and Literacy-Expressive:  

Understands new words from variety settings   

 

Developmental Domain: aesthetic and physical 

 


